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Hi
We are residents in Ryeland Road and would like to make comments on the proposed new
school behind our garden.

We don’t have a problem with a new special needs school being built, but we do not want
it built in our back garden.

We both have serious health problems, mine being auto-immune /and recent remission
from cancer and  my husband COPD plus other health issues and we have  just endured
nearly a year of shielding because of COVID whereby we have not been able to go out and
about as we would like, so our garden has been our sanctuary and this could be the case
well into next year.

By building this school right behind our garden fence would be detrimental for the
following reasons:

Our health would suffer because of the constant dust, even if the builders damp this down
it would not solve this, as from experience of building in Kings Drive dust from that
development reached our garden.

The noise of building would encroach on our enjoyment in our garden for over two years
and past that when the school opens.

The privacy in our garden would be invaded with builders and machinery constantly being
by our fence.

There would be noise & light pollution at night when the all weather pitches are loaned to
the community to use, meaning constant noise all the time.

Please reconsider this application and source another site to build this school where it does
not interfere with others quality of life.  Think whether you would want two years of
building disruption at the end of your garden, it is easy to come up with ideas and plans
when they will not affect your daily living.

Kind Regards

Mr & Mrs J Stanford
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